
FONDO SPECULATIVO DI PROVVIDENZA 



The art project Fondo Speculativo di Provvidenza (FSP) creates and 
realizes a collective and political practice through the use of money-capi-
tal, directly involving viewers in its proceedings. The project tests habits 
and common democratic certainties, with the aim to create conditions that 
allow participants to discuss and experiment collectively new models of 
living, thinking and acting.

In practice, the FSP engages in the planning of larger artistic projects, 
such as festivals, biennials, museums and theater seasons and lives 
thanks to the involvement of the public participating in the demonstrations.

The fundamental operation of the FSP is to increase the fixed amount of 
the price of each festival ticket. The increased amount is such that it does 
not interfere with the visitor’s decision to participate in the festival – visitors 
are aware from the beginning whether or not to participate in paying the 
ticket with the increased amount. 

The sum paid extra does not re-flow within the festival economy itself, but 
it is set aside to constitute a capital that belongs to all visitors in equal 
measure.

Each ticket purchased grants to its owner the right of a FSP’s share and it 
becomes a member of it. 

The bigger is the number of tickets sold, the greater will be the potential of 
the capital: all members are encouraged to speculate about what could be 
achieved with this potential and they have an equal right to act on the fate 
that the FSP will know. The FSP is essentially open to any possible use, 
not having a defined purpose and not responding to special or existing 
needs. Everything has to be decided, nothing is guaranteed. This is the 
fate of a speculative fund.

The speculation is then done in two ways.

On one side, it is a financial transaction of a capital oriented to its presen-
tation in view of a possible realization: the transformation of the economic 
potential in the use value. On the other, it is a research, a collective inquiry 
that resides on an intellectual and cultural potential.

The FSP creates de facto a political community: the fund belongs to those 
who take part in the process and its potential is such as it brings together 
a multiplicity of individual contributions otherwise marginal. The fact that 
suddenly there is an amount of money to spend, excites the imagination, 
creates interactions and invites the articulation of a common project. This 
is not to rely on the majority, but to the ability of each individual to take 
responsibility, in order to determine what can be achieved together with 
the other. 

A potential in terms of collective responsibility which then multiplies the 
economic potential of the fund.
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Meierhans works with and within performanc-
es, public spaces, theater, installations, sound, 
music and video. His work consists mainly in 
developping strategies for interventions in our 
daily life protocols through manipulating 
conventional agreements, social habits or 
simple usages. Fragments of reality such as an 
existing speech, a café, a theater performance 
or our daily audiophily become frameworks for 
artistic operations which attempt to redirect 
banality so as to only let it reappear under 
peculiar angles. His work raises questions of 
norms and conventions by confusing casual 
contexts with another and confronting the spec-
tator with some kind of otherness, the strange-
ness of being in the "wrong" place, or of the 
place itself being the "wrong" one.
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Coppola is an artist who works in performance, 
video and public art. His research is oriented 
towards participatory practices and politically 
motivated actions, which attempt to activate 
new collective imaginations, starting with the 
analysis of specific social, political and cultural 
contexts, as in the case of the Parco comune 
dei frutti minori (2014‒ongoing) in rural areas of 
Castiglione d’Otranto in Puglia. After some 
initial experiences in experimental theater, the 
artist went on to create mechanisms for 
relationships and the representation of social 
dynamics, as in On Social Metamorphosis 
(2012). Coppola has developed a variety of 
projects and performances and has exhibited in 
various international contexts, including: Kumu 
Art Museum Tallin; Teatro Continuo, Milan; 
Parckdesign Biennale, Brussels (2016); Festi-
val Santarcangelo dei Teatri; MAXXI, Rome; 
Athens Biennale (2015); Teatro Valle Occupa-
to, Rome (2013); Steirscher Herbst, Graz; 
Kadist Art Foundation, Paris (2012); Extra City 
Antwerpen (2012); Biennale Democrazia, Turin 
(2009).


